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Christian Laes
When Classicists Need to Speak Up
Antiquity and Present Day Pedophilia – Pederasty1
Abstract: !is paper demonstrates that one should not  necessarily make 
sharp distinctions between the constructionist and the essentialist view con-
cerning the question of boy love in Antiquity. It is possible to combine both 
approaches to come to a better understanding of both the past and the pre-
sent. !e author reveals how the practice of pederasty highlights vital ancient 
concepts about children, which should always be borne in mind when one 
compares with modern society. !is, however, does not mean that antiqui-
ty can be used to make a straightforward plea for the acceptance of what we 
commonly call pedophile relationships. On the other hand, ancient histori-
ans should not be restrained from calling attention to ambiguities or incon-
sistencies in present-day understandings of childhood and children’s sexu-
ality. As such, the study of ancient sexuality forces us to consider whether it 
is possible to think in another way than we think and to perceive in another 
way than we are used to perceive.
Key Words: ancient sexuality, pederasty, pedophilia, homosexuality, child-
hood, youth, age of consent, slavery
1. Introduction
At times, classical scholarship brings embarrassment to its students. Classicists and 
ancient historians might face discom#ture when dealing with such images as the 
Attic red-#gure plate (#$h century bce) from the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.2 
!e vase shows a youth, holding a shopping bag as a love gi$, drawing close to 
an adult man who reaches out to fondle him. !e British Museum in London is 
the proud owner of a small silver cup, the Warren Cup (30 bce – 30 ce), featuring 
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explicit images. On one side, we see a bearded man engaged in sexual activity with 
a youth. A boy opens a door and is an (accidental?) witness to the scene. !e scene 
on the other side of the cup shows a man making love to a boy. !e lock of hair sug-
gests that the latter is a slave. 
Classical scholars tend to restrict any discussion on these images and related 
themes to their classrooms. In sharp contrast with the sometimes blatant commen-
taries by journalists, politicians, social workers, pedagogues and psychologists, these 
scholars shy from the media or the public debate on moral and social issues con-
cerning children, youth and sexuality. !eir silence is easily understandable, as the 
study of ancient sexuality might raise a painful question, which is not easily solved: 
[in a chapter on homosexuality and pederasty]: “Either, I think, we must con-
clude that Athenian adult males were quite oblivious to the harm that they 
were doing to the psyches of the young […], or that, in fact, in a society where 
such practices were accepted, no signi#cant harm was done.”3 
Indeed, such a question can be approached in two di+erent ways. Constructionists 
might point to ideas, customs and social practices being constructions. !eir posit-
ing the changeableness of cultural norms provocatively questions both the present 
and the past.4 To essentialists, the unchangeable nature of the human species mat-
ters. As psychologists and doctors have repeatedly demonstrated the harmfulness of 
pederastic relations, this would imply that the practice is evidence of rampant child 
sexual abuse: the history of Western civilization as a nightmare from which children 
have just recently began to awake!5 
In this paper, I will demonstrate that one should not necessarily make sharp dis-
tinctions between the constructionist and the essentialist view. It is indeed possible 
to combine both approaches to come to a better understanding of both the past and 
the present. As an historian of Roman childhood and youth, I will reveal how the 
practice of pederasty highlights vital ancient concepts about children, which should 
always be borne in mind when tempting to compare with modern society.6 I will also 
make the point that Antiquity cannot unambiguously be used to make a straight-
forward plea for the acceptance of what we commonly call pedophile relationships.7 
On the other hand, this should not restrain ancient historians from calling attention 
to ambiguities or inconsistencies in present-day understandings of childhood: they 
have at least something to say in the current debate, and their failure or unwilling-
ness to do so is, in my view, deplorable. 
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2. Pedophilia and pederasty as modern constructs
Originally, pedophilia is a psychiatric term with a quite speci#c meaning that does 
not necessarily correspond with the way we use the word in everyday speech. 
According to the World Health Organisation, sixteen- and seventeen-year-old ado-
lescents qualify as pedophiles if they have a strong and persistent sexual preference 
for prepubescent children at least #ve years younger than them. According to the 
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM), pedophilia is a form 
of paraphilia in which a person either has acted on intense sexual urges towards chil-
dren, or experiences recurrent sexual urges towards and phantasies about children 
that cause distress or interpersonal di2culty.8 Pederasty, on the other hand, is not 
a psychiatric term. It usually refers to the ancient Greek institution of love of boys. 
Anthropologists consider it an example of male age-structured homosexuality: it 
appears as typical of a passing stage in which the adolescent is the beloved of an 
older male-mentor.9 !e relationship comes to an end when the young man reaches 
a certain developmental threshold. As such, it is attested in many cultures through-
out the world, and needs to be distinguished sharply from pedophilia.10
!ese subtle distinctions are not made in the present-day legal discourse, which 
is very much concerned with the issue of age of consent. In law enforcement, the 
term ‘pedophile’ is used for those convicted of sexual abuse of a minor, including 
both prepubescent children and pubescent or even post-pubescent adolescents 
under the age of consent. To put things sharply, in modern society a di+erence of 
some days may make the di+erence between penal sexual acts and a legally per-
mitted relationship. However, in the legal systems of various countries, even those 
of Europe, there is no agreement whatsoever about this exact age of consent. !us, 
while in some countries a sexual encounter between a twenty-year-old adult and a 
#$een-year-old adolescent may be punishable by law, other jurisdictions may regard 
it as legitimate. !ese laws also take into account whether the adolescents involved 
are dependent on the adults.11
Yet, there is also the popular discourse on pedophilia, which connects it to child-
molesting, ultimate vice and evil. !us, “the monster and the wise man”, referred to 
in the title of Vattuone’s book12, are the odious #gure of the modern pedophile and 
the great Athenian legislator Solon. Both loved boys, but no one in antiquity ever 
considered the wise man Solon to be a monster. While the word pedophilia was 
initially a psychiatric term to denote shy and mentally not full-grown adults who 
merely succeeded in making contact with small children, the term developed into a 
label for an amalgam of persons, ranging from those favouring deeply a+ective rela-
tionships with adolescents to pederasts and child-molesters; even the Belgian serial-
killer Marc Dutroux was branded as a pedophile, though he might rather be called 
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a sexual pervert or psychopath, whose tastes involved both young women and (pre)
pubescent girls. Indeed, modern western society has singled out and branded pedo-
philes as monsters, but it has done so in a rather unnuanced way, not taking into 
account the various distinctions and the di+erent terms sketched out above. In a 
way, one can state that child abuse only became a prime issue in the second half of 
the twentieth century. !e ever increasing numbers of instances and the growing 
awareness of the problem in the public opinion may very well be partly connected 
with the medical attention which got an immediate stimulus by American pediatri-
cians in 1961–62.13
3. The ancient construct of sexuality
Obviously, precise medical or legal de#nitions of pederasty and pedophilia did not 
exist in Antiquity. But it is equally untrue that pedophilia or pederasty was a ‘com-
monplace’ in ancient society. In Antiquity, people distinguished between di+erent 
kinds of sexual intergenerational relationships: some of them were tolerated, oth-
ers were not. In order to get an understanding of these concepts, we #rst have to 
sketch an outline of ancient concepts of sexuality. Moreover, we have to understand 
which intergenerational relationships were problematised by the ancients, and on 
what grounds. 
!ere has been wide agreement among classical scholars to consider Greco-
Roman pagan sexuality as a whole, stretching roughly from the Athenian classical 
era in the #$h century bce to the fall of Roman pagan civilization and the rise of 
Christianity in the fourth and #$h centuries ce.14 And there is one source that might 
reveal attitudes towards sexuality which were held by a majority of the population, 
throughout many centuries. In his Oneirocriticon (second century ce) Artemidorus 
of Daldis interprets the dreams of ‘ordinary people’ from all over the Mediterra-
nean. One can easily imagine his exegesis #tting in the interpretative system of his 
time and the dreams being registered quite accurately as they were told by his cus-
tomers. As such, they are a record of social attitudes widely shared and understood, 
at least in the Antonine period, but almost certainly containing strata of attitudes 
and thoughts in previous centuries.15 In the chapters on erotic dreams, Artemidorus 
discerns between three sorts of dreams (On. 1, 78-80). Dreams about sexual acts 
according to nature include dreams about penetrating a social inferior (wife, prosti-
tutes, market-women, male or female slaves, another man’s wife), being penetrated 
by others (slaves, brother or enemy), and masturbating or being masturbated. Sex-
ual acts contrary to convention include all sorts of incestuous relationships and oral-
genital sex. Contrary to nature are necrophilia, sex with gods, bestiality, auto-pen-
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etration or auto-fellation and sexual acts among women. !e overall image which 
emerges from the Oneirocriticon is that ancient sexuality was basically perceived as 
a social phenomenon. Sexual acts were rather acts of domination (as such, it is con-
sidered ‘according to nature’ to dream about penetrating a social inferior – though 
the contrary, dreaming about being penetrated, is still according to nature but fore-
telling social damage). No single Greek or Roman would label a person as ‘homosex-
ual’ or ‘heterosexual’ (it did not make a di+erence, for example, whether the social 
inferior was a male or a female slave). What people did in bed was by no means 
psychologically tagged as a proof of a lifelong disposition. Hence sexuality is o$en 
mentioned as a peripheral fact, connected to dietics, eating, drinking and corporal 
needs. Androcentric, penetrative, phallic and macho are terms which aptly describe 
ancient attitudes towards sexuality. !is has of course to do with the fact that most 
of our sources are exclusively male. Recently, scholars have questioned this andro-
centric approach and stress on buggery and penetration. Some studies have rightly 
pointed to female biological attraction and charm as a historical fact, to the pas-
sive experiencing of sex and to the ideal of harmony and sexual enjoyment in mar-
riage.16 In his lavish and most vivid book, James Davidson even asks us to forget eve-
rything we thought to know about Greek sexuality and to start afresh. He questions 
the widely accepted views on asymmetry, dominance and age di+erence in ancient 
homosexual relations, which were not seldom emotionally satisfying and gratifying 
for both partners involved.17 
Of course, ancient non-Christian sexuality should not be considered as a mono-
lithic bloc. One of the main di+erences between classical Greek and Roman attitudes 
concerns the issue of pederasty. !e Athenians accepted the fact that a freeborn and 
aristocratic youth was sexually involved with an adult male, on the condition that 
the younger man took on the passive role and never indulged in the sexual pleas-
ures of the relationship. It was believed that, thanks to this relationship, the young-
ster could learn a great deal of social skills which would enable him to become a 
full-grown male aristocratic leader.18 Romans, however, radically excluded the pos-
sibility of sexual submission of freeborn boys in possession of Roman citizenship. 
!ey disregarded sexual relationships with free boys as a typical Greek way of life, 
and only accepted pederastic a+airs when slave boys or non-citizens were involved. 
„Love whoever you want, as long as you abstain from married women, widows, vir-
gins, youth and freeborn boys” (Plautus, Curculio 37–38). !is resulted in severe leg-
islation stressing the importance of the sexual purity of those endowed with Roman 
citizenship, though it remains an open question whether these laws were actually 
put into practice, and whether ordinary people bothered about the actual legal sta-
tus (citizen or foreigner) of their sexual partner. It is telling that Artemidorus, in the 
midst of the Roman era, does not even mention citizenship; neither do we hear of 
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a ‘sexual revolution’ when a$er the Constitutio Antoniniana all free citizens of the 
Roman Empire were granted citizenship.19 
Can we come to a closer understanding of ancient pederasty? What type of boys 
were liked by ancient pederasts? Using ample evidence, Vattuone has shown that 
the ideal boy was virtuous and manly, not the e+eminate type. Indeed, the image 
of the pale, so$ and weak boy is a Victorian fantasy, nurtured by authors such as 
Oscar Wilde and supported by the Freudian interpretation that Greek men resorted 
to young boys because women were not available at symposia. !e ideal boy had 
his own youthful and manly ethos. He was capable of taking initiative in the game 
of love. His charm was marked by modesty in the eyes and by being cool. In the 
ancients’ view, boy love was thus an autonomous alternative, sometimes a surplus, 
to what we would call heterosexual love. Women make a fool of themselves when 
trying to imitate this boyish charm – such imitations “are in fact the worst of all” 
(Anthologia Palatina 12, 7). In his discussion on age, Vattuone states that there was 
no legitimatized age of consent; the ‘ideal’ age span was roughly between ages twelve 
and eighteen; and somewhat =uid rules and a subtle game of equilibrium marked 
out the so-called kairos, the ideal moment for enjoying boyish charms.20
Pederasty thus never was merely a matter of initiation or ritual. Greek and 
Roman writers undoubtedly acknowledged the erotic aspect of boy love: gazing at 
and being gazed at, attraction and rejection, pleasure and frustration or disappoint-
ment. !ese passions also emerge in ‘aristocratic practitioners’ of pederasty such as 
the poet !eognis, whereas nobles were traditionally eager to emphasize the peda-
gogical aspect of boy love, denying both young men’s responsiveness to adults’ love 
and the erotic satisfaction experienced by the beloved boy, and stressing the peda-
gogical aspect of such relations. Indeed, ancient Greeks and Romans realized that 
the ‘pedagogical argument’ was o$en an excuse, a cover-up for indulging in the sex-
ual pleasure of an intergenerational relationship (as such, the story about the sexu-
ally predatory teacher Eumolpus in Petronius, Satyrica 140-141 should be read as 
a mockery of Platonic pedagogy). In their e+orts to condemn ancient pederasty, 
modern scholars are much too eager to stress this ambiguity in ancient pederastic 
relations – indeed ancient writers themselves were pretty much aware of the dan-
ger and did not hesitate to treat the problem in an ironic way. !e same goes for the 
strong repudiation of boy love in ancient comedies (see the famous example in Aris-
tophanes, Nubes 889-1104), philosophy and Hellenistic novels (especially Achilles 
Tatius’ novel). It is not that these writers disapproved of boy love per se. What they 
were condemning are the excesses and debaucheries.21 Occasional asides tell us that 
pederasty did actually occur as well in the lower strata of society. Plato has aptly 
summarized the problem: when indulging too much in pederasty, the beloved boy 
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runs the risk of becoming a sexual passive – the most despicable #gure in a society 
ruled by male and self-restrained aristocratic leaders.22 
Quite a few texts seem to refute the idea that ‘just pederastic Eros’ was substan-
tially and mainly marked by the distinction active/passive and the absence of erotic 
response on the part of the beloved boy.23 !e existence of ‘good and just Eros’ is 
stated in Aeschines’ famous plea Contra Timarchum 136-137. !is passage needs to 
be read in connection with texts that seemingly are opposed to pederasty. However, 
such texts rather refer to loss of control, debauchery and sexual abuse, not to ped-
erasty per se. For example, a law attributed to Solon holds out the prospect of severe 
punishment for those who abuse children, but also for o+enders against women 
or slaves (Aeschines, Contra Tim. 15-16). !e main concern in some Aristotelian 
fragments as well as in the pseudo-Aristotelean Problemata (4, 26) is habituation to 
sexual submission, causing children to become e+eminate sexual passives in adult 
life. Vattuone also goes into the much debated question about the meaning of παρὰ 
φύσιν (“opposed to nature”) in Platonic and Aristotelian works. He clearly shows 
that παρὰ φύσιν refers to every sexual act which does not imply procreation; there is 
no connection whatsoever with the modern meaning of sexual perversion or devi-
ancy.24 Indeed, Vattuone cites an ample collection of boys indulging in being chased 
a$er or courted, choosing their partners among rivals, and taking the initiative in 
the game of making a pass at someone. Most provocative is his interpretation of an 
epigram in the Anthologia Palatina (12, 211). A master seduces a child slave: “we’ll 
play together, we’ll talk to each other as equals”. In Vattuone’s view, this poem points 
to the fact that intergenerational relationships between men and boys did indeed 
imply social promotion of the beloved boy. At least, the possibility of their choos-
ing and being on a par with the lover was admitted. It is not signi#cant, according to 
Vattuone, stressing the fact that there was also an eros volgare, that masters in antiq-
uity did abuse their young slaves without any regard for consent or mutual respect. 
People in antiquity were aware of that possibility, as much as we are. What is impor-
tant, is what this epigram wants his readers to believe: that there is a good possibil-
ity of partners being on an equal footing in a pederastic relation. Indeed, it is not 
that important what the sources do actually tell us – what they would like to express 
is what matters. Even the well-known ‘pedagogical Eros’, the Platonic idealization 
of boy love, might be understood in the context of mutual consent and gratifying 
friendship. Philia seems to be a crucial concept in pederastic relationships. It implies 
mutual consent and gratifying friendship. When Plato tried to elevate boy love to a 
higher level, the eros paidikos which denounces ‘vulgar’ eros that implies plain bod-
ily pleasure, he always presupposes mutual joy and reciprocal passion  – thus the 
boy’s a+ective response is present even in the sublimated form of pederasty.25 !e 
twel$h book of the Anthologia Palatina, a collection of pederastic epigrams of which 
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Strato of Sardis, a Greek poet of Nero’s days, is one of the main authors, might be 
read as a story of beloved boys in pederastic relations.26 In some way or another, the 
poets of the Anthologia Palatina must refer to a reality which could be recognized 
as such by their audience. Moreover, the epigrams exhibit links with a wide range 
of literary genres, ranging from the sixth century bce poet !eognis to the Per-
gamene boy in Petronius’ novel in the #rst century ce . In the Anthologia, we read 
about love encounters and bursts of desire in crowded streets full of children (where 
it is di2cult to discern a slave boy from a freeborn; AP. 12, 254). A young boy sell-
ing garlands doesn’t say no to sexual advances of a passer-by, but whispers to go 
away, in case his father would #nd out (AP. 12, 8). Reciprocity in kissing is acknowl-
edged (AP. 12, 251), as well as the opposite, the boy frigidly taking the kisses with 
his mouth closed, remaining cool and distant (AP. 12, 208 & 209). Mutual consent 
and willing boys are also revealed on Greek vases (where penetration is certainly not 
the only way to obtain sexual grati#cation) or in pseudo-Lucian’s Amores 53. Greek 
boys, not being secluded as Greek women were, enjoyed considerable sexual lib-
erty. Hence, epigrams on mutual sexual play between boys (AP. 12, 13 & 187) – even 
the advice to go into sexual relations with other peer youngsters (AP. 12, 228 – also 
depicted on vases).
In conclusion, one may state that from the ancient point of view love for boys 
was never considered as bad or morally wrong as such. What was problematic, was 
the way people dealt with it: the observance of social rules and the care not to exceed 
certain conventions (the Athenian stress on not over-indulging in the passive sexual 
pleasure, the Roman prohibition on taking young well-to-do Roman citizen boys), 
not to be driven by irrational passion or lust. If observed in the right way, the rela-
tionship between an adult and a boy based on mutual consent could enhance the lat-
ter’s social skills and development. As such, beauty, exclusivity, free choice and recip-
rocal sexual pleasure could be regarded as important even in relations with young 
slaves.27 Needless to say, this is all about an ideal, and the essentialist standpoint 
urges us to have a look at the actual reality behind these descriptions. 
4. The essentialist’s view: why should we refer to the past?
People in antiquity were not ‘just like us’. !ey had other institutions, other laws, dif-
ferent conditions of life, dissimilar philosophical and religious concepts, and so on. 
Not a single historian would be prepared to simply transfer these from one period to 
another. But does this imply total incompatibility with the past? Should we consider 
people from the past as ‘utter strangers’? And is any statement on ancient people’s 
experiencing of sex and sexuality a priori bound to prove unreliable? 
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!e question is intrinsically connected with the issue of human rights and their 
applicability to other non-western civilisations and other periods of time. !e mere 
fact that people from all periods of history and from di+erent cultures are all human 
su2ces to conclude that we have something in common. !is something may have a 
philosophical or a sociobiological basis. Irrespective of the boundaries of time and 
culture, all people have basic needs, are able to recognise fellow humans, respond to 
impulses from others and from their environment, like to be respected as persons, 
and are able to think, hope and aspire. Aristotle’s claim that the traveller will observe 
a certain a2nity and friendship between all people he meets surely also applies to 
time travellers. !is very same ‘open’ essentialism, with its emphasis on basic human 
functions and human functional capabilities, a ‘reasonable realism’ avoiding the 
rocks of extreme ethical relativism and dogmatic prejudice, was vigorously defended 
by the leading American philosopher Martha Nussbaum in a 1992 key article in 
the journal Political !eory, which can be considered as the fruit of her work for 
the United Nations. Such a stance implies freedom from prejudice and openness 
towards people from the past and of a di+erent cultures. At the same time, it permits 
anthropological, but by extension also historical scholars to reveal personal involve-
ment. Complete moral detachment leads to ethical subjectivism and an anything-
goes mentality. And that is a price few historians would be prepared to pay. 28 
As it happens, Nussbaum has also settled the vital question on making an appeal 
to history in her discussion on the relevance of ancient Greek norms to modern sex-
ual controversies. She did so when asked to testify as an expert witness in the Evans 
versus Romer case, heard in a Colorado district court in October 1993, when plain-
ti+s attempted to invalidate an amendment prohibiting the granting of protected 
status on the basis of sexual orientation.29 Nussbaum has stated that the di+erence 
between ancient and modern culture is actually very telling. It reveals “the fact that 
a society may tolerate and even encourage sexual acts between members of the same 
sex without regarding sex as the most morally salient feature about the act, and with-
out problematizing same-sex desire itself in a special way”. Furthermore, one should 
not push the discontinuity to total noncomparibility, since Greek authors do refer 
“to people who had such preferences, indicating as they do so that they are referring 
to a widely accepted fact about human life”. Other scholars have claimed that Greek 
high evaluation of same-sex unions is intrinsically interwoven with misogyny. Nuss-
baum, on the contrary, points to the great support that feminism has received from 
same-sex relations, and to the fact that “desire to enforce traditional gender bound-
aries has been a major source of resistance to the goals of both feminists and lesbian 
and gay people, in closely connected ways”. She convincingly argues for an “open and 
freeing” history, which helps to free our thought from what it silently thinks, and to 
enable it to think di+erently. !e study of Greek homosexuality reveals that same-
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sex relationships do not result in the erosion of the social fabric or downfall of civ-
ilization, as some conservatives claim nowadays. Indeed, we see that in the Greco-
Roman world, the very same charges of shamefulness and destructiveness to the 
social fabric were actually brought forward against Christians. Finally, Greek texts 
show repeatedly “that the passionate love of two people of the same sex may serve 
many valuable social goals apart from procreation”.30 
“To allow these stories and these people inside oneself is not only to gain an 
education in empathy, but to exemplify some of the very characteristics of 
receptivity and sympathetic imagination that homophobia seeks to cordon 
o+ and to avoid.”31
Nussbaum assumed age sixteen to nineteen for the beloved boys in Greek homose-
xual relationships.32 !ey were thus post-pubescent adolescents, as in many Euro-
pean states nowadays relationships between adults and youths from sixteen up are 
legal as long as the latter are not dependent on the adults. Against this background, 
one could claim that there was not that big a di+erence between antiquity and the 
present. However, present-day research has shown that the age category involved 
was rather from ages twelve to twenty, and by consequence also implies instances 
which we would nowadays consider child abuse. It is an intriguing question whether 
Nussbaum would hold to the same arguments, if she were to assume the latter age 
category, a categorization with which the present-day mainstream gay rights estab-
lishment has also been uncomfortable. 
5. Daily practice in Antiquity: 
    occurrence and ages of pederasty-pedophilia
Some ancient historians have claimed that boy love was actually never that wides-
pread in Antiquity. In order to make their point, they resort to strange arguments. 
I will not go into the remarkable strategy of smearing scholars who enter into the 
debate with an open-minded attitude towards homosexuality and/or boy love.33 
Some claim that Athenian pederasty was merely an elite-pastime for a happy few 
wealthy aristocrats with lots of money and plenty of time. Literary texts, however, 
and Athenian vase paintings have shown beyond doubt that boy love was a wides-
pread fact of life, as does the rami#ed institution of Athenian prostitution, in which 
boys and girls, men and women played their part and were subject to o2cial taxes.34 
Others have posited that the frequent occurrence of pederasty in Roman poetry is 
merely an instance of literary imitation of Hellenistic models. !is claim has been 
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irrefutably rejected for boy love as well as for other references to luxurious behavi-
our in Roman poetry.35 Conservatives have resorted to the ‘rural argument’. Homo-
sexuality, so they say, most o$en occurs in urban settings. Since the majority of the 
population in antiquity lived in the countryside, we are entitled to believe that they 
were farmers of ‘good common sense’, and thus straight heterosexuals.36 While there 
may be some truth in the distinction between the rural and urban sexual ethos37, 
the argument as a whole seems strange. Historians simply have to resign themselves 
to the fact that the rural inhabitants, almost 80 % of the entire population in Anti-
quity, are virtually absent in the surviving source material. If we do posit the rarity of 
pederasty in antiquity only because we presume that is was rare in the countryside, 
then we must be prepared to remain reticent about many other aspects of ancient 
life, which should equally be considered as typical urban phenomena. On the con-
trary, I believe that there is ample evidence for the frequency of pederastic practice 
in Antiquity. Firstly, no scholar has doubted the fact that young slaves were sexually 
abused in many slaveholder societies – slaves were omnipresent in rich households 
and made up a considerable part of the population (estimates go from 20 to 30 %, 
though the percentage was lower in speci#c regions). Pederasty is not only a theme 
frequently referred to in poetry and political invective; it is o$en mentioned in aside 
remarks in very diverse literary sources. Both Greeks and Romans considered it as 
‘normal’ that a man/husband could enjoy sexual pleasures with both wives and boys. 
Iconographical material points to the same direction. And from a present-day point 
of view, the practice of marrying young, in some cases even (pre)pubescent, upper-
class girls can be placed under the heading of pedophilia.38 It is indeed remarkable 
that most of the evidence on the issue focuses on the problem of men-boy relation-
ships, while girls were and could undoubtedly be used for sexual purposes too. Most 
probably, girls were considered maturing faster than boys, with Roman laws indica-
ting twelve as the earliest age for marriage.39 But the obvious reason for girls being 
less mentioned is the male-oriented focus of the ancient sources, which does not 
take away the fact that in actual life girls were used for sexual purpose as were boys.
!is brings us to the question of ages. In fact, when talking about male to male 
sexual relations, ancient writers seldom, if ever, mention exact ages. Contrary to what 
has been claimed recently by Davidson, there was nothing such as an age of consent 
in Athens. Davidson refers to age terminology, unfortunately notoriously vague in 
Greek (μειράκιον by no means usually refers to age eighteen-nineteen) as well as to 
one passage in Plato (Symp. 181 c-e), stating that there should be a law against fall-
ing in love with boys. In my view, the latter passages constitues rather an argument 
for the frequent occurrence of the practice, besides there is no indication of age 
eighteen in this text. Neither does the Beroia law which applies to a speci#c regu-
lation in a Macedonian gymnasium of the second century bce warrant any claim 
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for a widespread ‘sexual’ protection of people under eighteen in the Greek world. 
!e passage only forbids the intermingling of νεανίσκοι with boys.40 !roughout 
Antiquity, authors expressed their preference for smooth and so$ bodies, destitute 
of pubescent hair. Occasional references point to very young ages: age ten in Artemi-
dorus’ Dreambook, twelve years of age in some epigrams of the Anthologia Palatina. 
Pseudo-Lucian mentions relationships with boys aged twenty, of which he disap-
proves however.41 While it is true that the great puberty shi$ usually happened later 
in antiquity than nowadays, this does not exclude that boys might have got their 
#rst pubic hair in their mid teens or earlier. It is precisely this #rst blossom of youth 
which is considered attractive by ancient writers. Moreover, dozens of ancient med-
ical texts situate the coming of age around age fourteen.42 In Roman times, the end 
of sexual availability was not seldom connected to the depositio barbae, the o+ering 
of the #rst full-grown beard, which was celebrated in the early twenties. In short, 
there is good reason to suppose that pederastic relationships were experienced with 
youngsters in the broad age category of twelve to roughly twenty, not just with late 
teenagers as some scholars have believed.43 
6. Ancient concepts of children 
Now what does this reveal about the way people in antiquity dealt with and thought 
about children? 
Firstly, the absence of the concept of a precise age of consent. To ancient writers, 
it was ‘the right moment’ (the Greek καιρός) that mattered. At a certain moment, by 
his gesture, his way of being and his physical appearance, a boy displayed his read-
iness to enter into a sexual relationship. !e relationship was supposed to come to 
an end with the full growth of pubic hair, again a fact which occurs at various ages, 
depending on the biological growth of an individual. We #nd here, in fact, the same 
attitude towards chronological age which we encounter in various other aspects of 
life in Antiquity. Greek rites de passages for entering adulthood as well as the Roman 
ceremony of the donning of the adult toga or the o+ering of the #rst beard, the dep-
ositio barbae, basically occurred when a young man was biologically ready for it: a 
#xed age for becoming an adult was only imposed in Late Antiquity. Ancient schools 
did not have the practice of classes, nor of settled ages to move to another stage. 
No concept of child labor existed, simply because there was no minimum age for 
entering into labor. !ough Greeks and Romans did conceptualize a periodization 
of human life into distinct and successive phases, age by itself, while not altogether 
negligible, was never such a decisive criterium as it is nowadays.44 !ere are some 
traces in Roman legislation which point to a certain concept of informed consent. 
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According to the senatus consultum Silanianum all slaves of the familia of a mur-
dered master were executed, even if they were absent when the crime was commit-
ted. An exception for innocent children was granted, unless they gave proof of the 
capability of deception (capacitas doli), had cooperated in the crime or were found 
guilty of culpable neglect (like the young slave who slept with his master and did 
not rouse the family when the murder was committed).45 Roman law distinguished 
between infantes and those young people who were near to puberty (pubertati prox-
imi) and thus already responsible for their deeds.46 None of these regulations, how-
ever, refers to informed consent in sexual relationships.
Secondly, the period of approximately twelve to eighteen/twenty years of age for 
pederastic relationships is revealing. To both Greeks and Romans, a boy aged twelve 
was still a child, while a young man aged twenty certainly was not. In other words, 
the ancients did not share our distinction between the asexual, innocent, or at least 
sexually shut-out child and the sexually active young adult.47 Instead, they accepted 
and coped with the existence of the sexually provoking, eroticizing and experienced 
boyish body, an acceptance which may be traced throughout the history of west-
ern art.48 !e absence of this distinction in antiquity is connected to the fact that the 
world of children and adults was far more integrated than is the case in our society, 
even by architecture, with no separated children’s bed rooms.
!irdly, ancient thinking was far removed from psychologization and tended 
to view sexuality basically as a social matter. Why should a young Athenian aristo-
cratic be treated with care and why should he at least keep the appearance of some 
sexual restraint? Why was a Roman citizen boy protected by his medal of childhood, 
the bulla, while his age-peer slave, freed slave or even freeborn citizen of lower sta-
tus was subject to sexual advances? !e answer is purely based on social grounds: 
a future aristocratic leader should not be degraded by sexual submission in earlier 
stages of life.
Finally, slavery has to be considered as a crucial factor in understanding sex-
ual practice in Antiquity. Indeed, the phenomenon of ancient pederasty is strongly 
linked and interwoven with the institution of slavery. Slaves were subject to “an 
unrestricted availability in sexual relations” to quote just one specialist on ancient 
slavery.49 According to Williams, a catalogue of known cases of sexual use of male 
and female slaves by their masters would be a massive enterprise. !ese facts are par-
allelled by research in more recent slave holder societies, as in Jamaica. Since Freud, 
psychiatrists discern between ‘true and sustained’ pedophilia, and pedophile feel-
ings that can arise suddenly and occasionally in many persons.50 It seems plausible 
to assume that, instead of being repressed, such feelings could #nd an outlet in gen-
eral available young slaves, male and female.
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7. Present day concepts of children and sexuality
So, how did things change so drastically that present day western concepts seem to 
be radically opposed to the ancient sexual practice? By the very nature of their scho-
larship, few classicists have ventured to question or analyse contemporary concepts 
by comparing them with ancient history. In his provocative article in Rivista Storica 
dell’ Antichità in 1999 as well as in his important book Il mostro e il sapiente. Studi 
sull’ erotica greca, published in 2004, the Italian scholar Vattuone has chastised wes-
tern society which, by not being capable of coping with vital issues such as autho-
rity, intergenerational friendship and responsibility, has to be held responsible for 
creating the image of the monstrous pedophile. To him, the pedophile as a perver-
ted monster is an invention of the twentieth century. In “Eros senza volto”, the last 
chapter of his book, Vattuone frankly searches for changes in modern western soci-
ety of the last decades of the twentieth century, which have caused the dramatic 
shi$ in our thinking about erotic a+ectivity on the part of adults towards children.51 
First of all, feminism is to blame: in their e+orts to defend women’s rights, feminists 
have denounced every sort of relationship in which they saw an inequality between 
partners. Antipaternalistic thinking brought about disapproval of unions in which a 
senior partner teaches the art of love and social skills to his junior fellow. !e sexual 
revolution claimed the right for every age-class to their own sexual experiment: no 
adult involvement was desirable in youthful sexual experiences. Vattuone denoun-
ces the americanised western society with its obsessions about corporal integrity 
and prolonged childhood, a society which patronizes children and youngsters and 
denies their rights to their own decisions for a long period of time. Psychoanalysis 
is to blame, as well as Puritan Protestant thinking and concepts of symmetry in eco-
nomics and human relationships. As for the pedophile becoming an odd outsider, 
Vattuone mentions the increasing loneliness in modern society, as well as the excre-
scence of pornography, the more easily accessible by the internet. It should be clear 
that in no way does Vattuone want to defend today’s child molesters. We should not 
return to pedophilia simply because it happened in the past. Above all, this would be 
inopportune because a social dimension for intergenerational sexual relationships is 
lacking nowadays.52 However, there is no need to interpret ancient sexual custom in 
an anachronistic way: hence, the practice of boy love did not necessarily imply psy-
chological trauma for people from the past, neither is it essential for historians to 
search for an aetiology for a practice and a complex of feelings which have existed 
throughout the whole of human history.
I believe that Vattuone’s theses are courageous and #nd it deplorable that his 
book has not been included more in the present-day discussion. However, both the 
article and the book are pervaded by an aversion towards feminism and emancipa-
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tion theories. For this reason, the subject of slavery is remarkably neglected in the 
discussion of pederasty. !e author widely excludes the aspects of power, force and 
emotional dependency in sexual intergenerational relationships. While it is true that 
power and force are very ambiguous things and that even in a master-slave relation 
power can be negotiable, it needs to be stressed that the use of young slaves for sex-
ual purposes from the point of view of human rights is abuse. In her review, Can-
tarella has asked “if media attention to the battle against pedophilia […] cannot be 
explained more readily (if not in large part) by the fact that only recently have these 
types of crimes, in the past perpetrated in the silence of the home or against those 
without the capacity to defend themselves within the home, been publicly revealed 
and prosecuted”.53 !ough constructionists might argue that the very introduction 
by pediatricians and psychologists of such issues as abuse and child molestation 
have actually increased our sensitivity and therefore enlarged the numbers of the 
statistics, Cantarella’s remark remains at least partly true. !ere is certainly some-
thing to say for deMause’s essentialist standpoint that only in the twentieth century, 
did we come to look at children from a more empathic point of view. 
8. Conclusion: Classics as an emancipatory and liberating subject
More than one media event might give classicists and ancient historians the oppor-
tunity to comment upon. Back in 2004, the American movie “!e Woodsman” crea-
ted quite a stir. !e picture gave an insight into the emotional life of a convicted 
pedophile who tried to #nd his way back into society. While the movie propagated 
pedophile relations in no way whatsoever, many spectators did not feel at ease with 
the psychological openness and honesty of some scenes. In the spring of 2006, the 
Flemish media scene was shocked by the revelation that a 28-year-old TV host of the 
children’s channel Ketnet was caught for downloading child pornography from the 
internet. !e TV-anchor had formerly openly confessed to his homosexual disposi-
tion. His lawyer tried to defend him by making the case that he was merely watching 
sexually enticing pictures of young men – he wasn’t and couldn’t be aware that some 
of the exhibited naked boys were only sixteen years of age, the legal age for being 
shown in pornographical publications being eighteen. A recent BBC documentary 
by Louis !eroux, entitled “A Place for Pedophiles”, features patients and therapists 
in the Californian Coalinga Mental Hospital for sexual delinquents. One of the pati-
ents, a former sports trainer, has some paintings of half-nude young gymnast males 
on the wall of his room. !e paintings arouse concern and suspicion, till it turns out 
that the adolescent with the boyish face who featured as a model actually was … over 
eighteen! And very recently, Australian public opinion was shocked by the pictures 
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of art photographer Bill Henson, featuring six-year-old Olympia in poses that some 
people labelled as erotic. !ey claimed that young Olympia could never have given 
informed consent and blamed her mother who had given her permission. Howe-
ver, when the case became a media event, Olympia, by then age eleven, con#rmed 
she had approved of the photographs and never thought there was anything bad or 
oppressive in them.54 
Confronted with such media events, classicists and ancient historians have to be 
bold enough to speak up. In any case, they should not yield to any other ‘specialist’, 
eager to display his or her knowledge in front of millions of TV-watchers or read-
ers of popular magazines. At least, they should point to the relativity of the predom-
inating concept of chronological age of consent (as if one could see from a nude 
boy’s body whether he is actually sixteen or eighteen years old), they should explain 
how people in antiquity admitted the fact of being attracted to teenagers (instead 
of simply repressing this feeling, they tried to cope with the di2culties which were 
involved in it), they should say that even in relationships which are not ‘equal’, power 
and consent can be negotiable. In no way, however, would this imply a defence of 
pedophilia: the materialistic and consumer-driven ideas about sex propagated on 
the internet, the victims of child molesting and the degrading condition of being 
held captive and deprived of human dignity have to be fully acknowledged. Obvi-
ously, both the social and the psychological framework of childhood have changed 
fundamentally, so that a simple transfer from ancient attitudes to the present would 
be impossible. Once again, this should not restrain historians from calling attention 
to ambiguity or inconsistency of present-day understandings of childhood. 
According to a well-known story, the philosopher Plato completely failed when 
he tried to implement his ideal state in Syracuse. It is not my intention to fall into the 
same trap. I would not endorse proposals on the abolishing of age-of-consent laws, 
which would then be replaced by judging each speci#c case on the consent and actual 
development of the individual youngster involved. Not only would this be utopian in 
the present-day political climate, it would also be dangerous, as ages do act as a rather 
safe rule of thumb and a protection to a possible tragedy of childhood lost. 
It is Vattuone’s merit to have elucidated both modern inconsistency and the 
many-sided nuanced ancient discourse on boy love. It is to Nussbaum’s credit to 
have tackled the issue with regard for basic human values and human rights. Both 
scholars have realized the program of social history as it has been so eloquently put 
forward by Michel Foucault: 
“In life, sooner or later, one inevitably has to face the question whether it is 
possible to think in another way than one thinks and to perceive in another 
way than one is used to perceive.” 55
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***
Postscriptum:
!is article was #rst published as When Classicists Need to Speak Up: Antiquity and 
Present Day Pedophilia as the result of a collaboration with Macedonian colleagues, 
who organised a wonderful Euroclassica conference in 2009.56 Since then, research on 
this sensitive topic has not been resting. Two monographs are now quintessential: 
Kyle Harper’s From Shame to Sin. !e Christian Transformation of Sexual Morality 
in Late Antiquity and Lauren Caldwell’s Roman Girlhood and the Fashioning of Femi-
ninity.57 Both books agree with the theses I expressed on the role of Christianity and 
the subject of young girls and sexual intercourse. For the latter subject, there now 
is Isabella Piro’s book Spose bambine.58 New handbooks on sexuality in the an cient 
world have separate chapters on the issue of pederasty/pedophilia.59 In the edited 
volume Sex in Antiquity, Amy Richlin explores the distressing possi bility of the 
eroticising of young children, o$en in connection with the institution of slavery.60 
!e same book contains a contribution by Gwendolyn Leick, pointing to instances 
of early teenage sex in literature from the Early Near East61 and by Andrew Lear, who 
stresses that pederasty was only problematized from the times of Classical Athens 
on.62 For the subject of early Christianity and sexual abuse of children Lorne Zelyck 
has interpreted the divine retribution against any disciple who ‘scandalizes’ child-
ren as a reference to sexual abuse and/or exposure.63 For the Byzantine period, the 
article by John Lascaratos and E2e Poulakou–Rebelatou on Child Sexual Abuse: His-
torical cases in the Byzantine empire (324–1453 A.D.) is largely anecdotal, though it 
contains valuable source material.64 Meanwhile, my own research has further deve-
loped.65 Also, some recent works have critically looked at the ambivalent ways con-
temporary western culture deals with children and sexuality.66
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